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POSITION - SUPPORT FOR CF#14-1062 

Dear Chairman O'Farrell and honorable committee members,

I fully support Council File #14-1062 - the Restoration of the Illegal Vendor Ordinance for
Recreation and Parks.
I recently moved to Echo Park and so appreciate the restoration of the lake and park grounds.
Our neighborhood is going through a transition, as residents move into the area and restore
and renovate the many older homes here.
But I am very concerned that our city has a lax attitude towards illegal vendors. I am appalled
when I drive down Bellevue at Douglas, and see an illegal taco stand fired up, and there’s the
ghetto like street action on Alvarado. I don’t want our freshly restored Echo Park to become
home to these illegal vendors and others selling their wares. I believe it is not only dangerous in
terms of health, but I believe these types of vendors attract other scalawags who might be
selling substances to the patrons, further attracting an unwanted element to the area. I believe in
diversity but we must operate within the law for everyone’s protection. If everyone of us started
up an illegal venture, what would happen? One of our neighbors hosts a paid pot luck with live
music in his front yard and frequently invites these types of illegal vendors to sell food at his
events. What happens when someone gets sick or dies from unhealthy handling of the food?
Why do we have a restaurant inspection system, if we allow illegal food vendors to set up in our
parks?
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